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Introduction 
The purpose of this series of papers is to introduce a new domain S of symbolic 
expressions (s~rps, for short:, and to study finite mathematics within the framework 
of S. Although finite mathematics contains traditional mathematical theory such 
as number theory or finite set theory, our emphasis will tc; mainly on the theory 
of computation including its metatheory. 
Finite ma?ematics deals with finitary objects such as natural numbers, strings of 
symbols or proof trees. Our domain S is flexible enough to permit natural representa - 
tiou of these finita* . objects. Thus, for instance, a natural number n can be 
represented by a c *rtp,in symbolic expression s in S. Similarly a proof tree T may 
be represented by a sexp f. We will, however, consider s not as a representation 
of a natural number but as the natural number n itself. Similarly we will consider 
I as a proof tree. It may well be the case that s L- t. In such a case, it is our ciewpoint 
that determines whether it is (considered to be) a natural number or a proof tree. 
in our theory, every finitary object is a scxp. (Note that a similar staridpoint is 
taken in set theory, where every object is a set.) In this way, our domain S becomes 
a universal domain of finitary objects. The principle that every finitary object is a 
sexp may seem quite innocent, but it will have important consequences throughout 
our study. 
An intuitive definition of a sexp can be given as follows. Imagine an infinite 
leaf-free binary tree like Fig. 1, where a small circle is drawn at each node. Th~z 
topmost node is called the root. Choose a finite number of nodes arbitrarily and 
mark them black as in Fig. 2. We call the resulting figure a sexy. The sexp with no 
marked nodes is denoecd by 0. Fig. I, considered as a sexp, is 0. The sexp who,3e 
only marked node is the root is denoted by 1. A sexp is called an atom if its root 
is marked. A sexp whose root is unmarked is called a molecule. For any sexp z, 
its left subtree is called the cur of 2 and its right subtrce is calied the dr of z. FIX 
instance, the car and the cdr of 0 and 1 is 0. For any sexp x and y, there uniquzlJ* 
exists a molecule of whose car is s and whose cdr is JZ We call such a z the COES 
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of ,V and y. If we mark the root of :, we obtain the SIZOC of .Y and )‘. For instance, 
the uons of 0 and 0 is 0 and the snot of 0 and CJ is 1. We remark that every sexp 
can be construc!ed from 0 by a finite number of applicarions of cons and snot. The 
resulting domain S, which consists of afl the sexps, is mathematically much neater 
than the classical domain of Lisp symbolic expressions. 
AS F, first step towards a theorv of symbolic expressions, we introduce in Section 
S a programming language called Hypsrlisp. In accordance with the principle stated 
:+ove, a Hyperlisp program -which is a fimtary object -is just a sexp. Thus, taking 
account of the possibilities of nontermination of evaluation or erroneous termina- 
tion, the serndntics of Hyperlisp-will be given by a (recursively enumerable) binary 
relation ~a1 c: S x S such that eoal(.u, _v) and P&(X, z) implies _Y = 2 (i.e., et~i is a 
nartial map: !I$-* S). The intuitive meaning of ecnl(s, 2 1 is that s is evaluated to z. 
In order to define the set ertnl formally, we introduce the concept of a forr~ral s~sttrn 
ii1 Section 2. 
In accordance with the principle stated above, a formal system is defined as a 
>jexp, and we can define any recursively enumerable subset of S in terms of a formal 
system. The definition of a recursively enumerable set of scrips given in Section 2 
is equivalent to thu usual definition of a r.e. set of natural numbers, if we identify 
the set S with the set N of natural numbers through the following bijective map. 
-T‘he sexp 0 is mapped to the natural number 0. If .Y, rl are rapped to W, II 
rcspcfctively, thon the cons of .v and ~6 is mapped to k = (III + II )(UI + 11 + 1) + 2rn 
znd the snot of .K and 1~ i.~ mapped to k + 1. Since cons and snot enjoy the property 
of a pairing function, C;ir~esian products of (subsets of) S will be defined as subsets 
r)f S. The set t~i then hccom~zs a IX. subset of S ~tnd we can define (~1 in terms 
of a formal system. 
A ccrr!vsnient notation systcn~ for sesps is ntxtzssary in order to express Hyperlisp 
programs succinctly. The refmme larzguage wili be introduced in Section 4 to 
provide such a notation system. The reference language is also defined formally in 
tcrrns of ;1 formal system Ref. 
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Since our definition of the semantics of Hypellisp is formal, it is possible to 
rigorously state and prove the correct,ress of a (metacircular) Interpreter of Hyper- 
lisp. This it; one of the main result of this paper, and is established in Section 5. 
ianother basic resuit of this paper is a proof, without employing any Giidel number- 
ing or coding, of the wet?-known theorem which asserts the existence of a recursively 
enumerable but nonrecursive subset of S. This result is proved in Section 3. 
The first interpreter of Hyperlisp was implemented by Masami Hagiya of the 
University of Tokyo on a PDP-11 under UNIX. . 
An informal but precise introduction to Hyperlisp can be found in Sato and 
Hagiya [IO]. It also explains some features of Hyperlisp not discussed in this paper. 
We also remark that the domain S can be made into a noncommutative ring by 
defining addition and multiplication suitably. The sexps 0 and 1 respectively become 
the unit element of addition and multiplication. The study of such algebraic structure 
of S is, however, out of the scope of the present paper. For this, we refer the 
interested reader to Sato [91 
1. Symbolic expressions 
In this section we ciefine symbolic expressions as concrete finitary objects. Let 
the basic language consist of: 
( 1) function symbols: 
0 (nullary) 
a, d (unary) 
c, s (binary) 
(2) variables: 
x, y, 2, l l * 
Remark. a, d, c and s stand for car, cdr, cons and snot, respectively. 
We define basic terms inductively as follows. We will use lower case Greek letters 
as syntactic variables. 
( 1) 0 is a basic term. 
(2) If CY is a variable, then it is a basic term. 
13) If cr is a basic term, then so are acu and ricu. 
(4) If LY, @ are basic terms, then so are cap and scup. 
A basic term is closed if it does not contain variables. A basic term is normal if 
(i) it is constructed only by using the clauses ( 1) and (4) and (ii) it does not contain 
occurrences of COO. A normal basic term is also called a symbc ‘5, expessh (sexp, 
for short). We will use p, 0, T etc. to denote sexps. Note that + sexp is one of 
the following forms: 
(i) 0 
(ii) cm where g, T are sexps and at least one of them is not equal to 0, 
(iii) SUT where U, r are sexps. 
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We denote the set of all the sexps by S. A sexp of the form (i) or (ii) is called a 
molecule, and a sexp of the form (iii) is called an atom. We denote the set of all 
the molecules (atoms) by M (A, resp.). Let V denote the set of all the variables. 
A mapping J: V-, S is callfd an environment if the set of variables whose image 
under A is not equal to 0, is a finite set. Relative to an environment A, we define 
a relation ) between basic terms and sexps, inductively as follows. We will say 
that LY denotes u if cy ) (;r. 
(I) 0,0-l 
(2) If x E ‘V then x ) Ax, 
(3.1) If a ) 0 then aar b 0 and da! b 0 
(3.2) If a! B cur then acu b ~7 and dru b 7, 
(3.3) If (Y ) s(r7 then acu b tr and dcu F 7, 
(4.2) If cy ) 0 and p ) 0 then ccvp F 0, 
(4.2) If a ) c and p b T and u or 7 is not equal to 0 then CC@ ) CCTT 
(4.3) If LY ) CT and p b 7 then SC@ ) SOT 
We write LY t+ p (under A) if we wish to emphasize the dcyendence on A. Note 
that any basic term denotes a unique sexp under a fixed environment. Two terms 
are equal (=)if they denote the same sexp. We use the symbol = to denote syntactic 
identity of terms. Thus, e.g., COO = 0 is true but COO-O is false. We summarize 
basic properties; of the domain S in the following theorem. We wili omit the proof 
of easily verifiable propositions. This is the first example of such propositions. 
Theorem 1.1 (i) acxy = asxy = s. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
w 
In orde; to prr . lde a more convenient notation for sexps, we introduce the wini 
language. The allphabet L,,,i,,, of the mini language consists of: 
I 1) lowersrase: 
a b c d e f g h i j k 1 m 11 u p q r s t u v w x y L 
12 1 uppercase: 
A R C D E F G H I J K I_ M N 0, P Q R S T Cf V \;c’ S Y 2 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
special characters: 
OH,;*+ 
variables: 
XYZ . ..x yz... 
function-symbols: they are introduced as necessary. 
lowercase, uppercase and digit are collectively called alphanumeric. By a literal 
(metaitterai) we mean a finite nonempty sequence of alphanumeric characters 
whose first character is a iovvercase (uppercase, resp.). We use (a variant ofj BNF 
notation to define the syntax of the mini language. (A sequence of bold face 
characters uch as term, unit etc. represents asyntactic ategory.) 
term ::= unit 1 sequent 
sequenf ::= const ; . . . ; cons@ -+ const . 
unit ::= unit list 1 function-symbol list 1 literal 1 metaiiterai 1 
variable 1 list 10 1 1 
const ::= a unit containing no function-symboi’s. 
list ::= consiist 1 snoclist 
consiist : := (term, . . . , term . term) 1 (term, . . . , term) 
snociist ::= [term, . . . , term . term] 1 [term, . . . , term] 
where const; . . . ; const (term, . . . , term) means a possibly empty sequence of const’s 
(term’s) separated by semicolons (commas, resp.). With each metaliteral cy we 
associate a literal q which is obtained from cy by replacing its first character by 
the corresponding iovvercase character. For instance, if cy is Goto then g is goto. 
Also,. with each alphanumeric character 0, we associate a list G as follows. First 
we observe that each alphanumeric is an ASCII character and hence has the 
corresponding 7 bit ASCII code. For instance, if cy = 2 the ASCII code of a is 
1011010 in binary. We represent this code by the list [ 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, O] and we 
define CE as this list. 
Now, relative to an environment A, we define a relation ) between term’s and 
sexps inductively as follows. At the same time, a relation > between aiphancmeric- 
seq (i.e., a possibly empty sequence of alphanumeric) and sexps is also defined as 
an auxiliary relation. Vi/e will say that Q denotes CT (or, CT is the denotation of ~4 if 
(Y ) o‘, In the following definition, empty denotes empty sequence: 
(1.1) o,o. 
(1.2) 1 ) soo. 
( 1.3) y : variable * x ) Ax. b’ 
(1.4) wiitera! 9 ~c~=Z+a t 0. 
(1.5) cu:metaiiterai, q >o *cy ) 0. 
(1.6) wterm) ~*(*(;Y)D (r. 
t1.7) aI,. . . , CY,, : term (n 2 11, p: term, cyI D n, 
b2, * Q l , an l p) b 7 3 b,, . . . , all 9 pi b CUT. 
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(1.8) cyl,. . . , a,:term(nkO),@t,...,cu,*O)Dcr 
* (UI,. ” .? a,) b u. 
(1.9) cu:termDa=3[=a]ti0. 
(1.10) LYl,...,~.n:term(n~11),13:term,(yl,u, 
I32 ,.‘., a, - p] b 7 =a [al,. . . , (Y” ’ fl] b SUT. 
(1.11) (Yl,. . . , a,:term(n~O),[nl,...,(Un aOlD 
=q&,...,lYJ~a. 
(1.12) ov:unit ) a, p: conslist B- 7 *ar/3 ) c0-7. 
(1.13) a:unit W u,#I:snoclist) T*C@ ) sur. 
(1.14) The denotation of a/3 where cy is a function-symbol and @ is a list is 
defined each time a function-symbol is introduced. Here we introduce four function- 
symbol’s: cons, snot, car and cdr. Let 0: list ) T. Then 
camp D caradr, 
snot@ b Sara&, 
car /3 b 887, 
cdr #3 b dar. 
(2.1) empty>O. 
(2.2) CT : alphanumeric, & k a, p : alphanumerisseq > 7 =$ a@ > ser. 
(3.1) 40 D soo. 
(3.2) +1 D ssooo. 
(3.3) x: variable D u =3 +,y D su0. 
(3.4) a: literal D u 3 + a ä su0. 
(3.5) a:mctaliteral W u * +(Y l sOu. 
(3.6) a:term,-,aD~*+(*a)Duand+[*a]Da. 
(3.7) cyI,. . . , a, : term (n 2 l), p:term, 
-*aI b SUT,+ (a*, , . . , a,, - p) D SO’? 
+G (aI, . . . , a, * p) ä SC~~‘CTT’ 
(3.8) (~1,. , , a “:term(n~O),~(al,...,cu,.O)Dcr 
=?++(aI,...,Ly,)Du 
(3.9) al,. . . , a, : term 012 l), /3: term, 
*aI ä SCT, -+[a:, . . . , a,, - p] ä sdr’ 
* +[a:, . . . , a, . j3] b SSudC~*’ 
(3.10) al,...,ff n:term(n30),+[cuI,.. , a,, - 01 D IT 
*+[al,....a,,]Dcr 
(3.1 I) a:unit, +a ä SUT, p:conslist, +/3 ä SC’T’ 
* -+ap D scuu’c77’ 
(3.12) a:iunit, +a D saf,~:snoc~ist, +p D sdt 
3 -*afl b ssuu’crr’ 
(3.13) al,. . .,a,,p:const(n al), 
-*(a1,. . . , a, *@)Du*al;...;a,,-*@Da 
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Example 1.1. 
(1) x)u,y)t~(x.y))c~7and[x.y],s~ 
(2) cur(cons(l, Oj) ä SOO. 
The purpose of introducing terms is, of course, to use them as names of sexps. 
Thus, two terms are defined to be equal (=) if they denote the same sexp. 
Note that, according to our definition, each term denotes a unique sexp (under 
a fixed environment). Note also that the denotation of a closed term (i.e., a term 
not containing variables) is independent of the environment. 
Example 1.2. 
(1) car(cons(l,O))= 1. 
(2) ab= [[l, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 11, [I, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 011. 
(3) cons(b, c) = (b - cl. 
(4) +car[[X a Y], X] = [car[[O - O], 0] l O((x l y), x)]. 
Note that a sequent always denote an atom CT. We call the car (cdr cr the real 
part (meta purr, resp.) of the sequent. The meta part of a sequeilt extracts the 
occurrences of metaliterais in the sequent and the real part repressnts the remaining 
par? of the sequent. Thus, metaliterals in p sequent wili work as schematic variables 
in formal systems to be introduced in the next section. 
2. hrmat systems 
In this section we introduce the concept of a formal system which plays a 
fundamental role in our study of the domain S. The basic idea of our definition of 
a forma! syste.n comes from Smullyan [ 111. Howeve:r, there is a crucial difference 
between our definition and Smullyan’s. Namely, according to our definition, a 
formal system, which talks about scxps, is itself a sexp. This feature of a formal 
system enables us to establish metamathematical results such as Theorem 3.2 
without the device of Giidel numbering. 
Let A be a silbset of S. We call A an axiom system. Relative to an axiom system 
A, we define theorems (of A) inductively as follows: 
(1) (axiom) If x EA then x is a theorem, 
(2) (modus ponens) If x and (x - y) are theorems then so is y. 
Elements of A are called axioms. That x is a theorem of A is expressed by I- x 
(in A) or simply I- X. 
&wnple 2.1. Let A be the following set: 
{append[O, y, Y 11 Y E S} u 
((append[x2, y, z2] - append[(xI * x-2), y. (~1 . z2!1) 1 
xl, x2, y, 21, z2 E S). 
Then, e.g., we have t append[(a, b), (c, 4, (a, b, C, 41. 
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According to the above L Wnition, arbitrary subset of S becomes tin Axiom system. 
In order to define the concept of finitary axiom systems, we first de5ne the concept 
of a formal system. We will call arbitrary sexp f a formal system. k formal system 
f determines an axiom system Ax(f) in the following way. First, we define a binary 
relation E on sexps as follows: 
(1) x ELK l yl, 
(2) zEy*ZE[X-y]. 
For instance, we have z E [a, b, c] iff z equals one of a, b or c. If f is a formal system 
and z E f, we say that z is an axiom schem(z of f. 
Example 2.2. If 
f = [+append[O, Y, Y], 
append[X?, 3’, Z2]+ appencJ(X1 9 X2), Y, (Xl l Z2)]] 
the!! [ Las two axiom schemata: 
-+append[O, Y, Y] = [appendtO, f p (_?j * O(O, y, y)] 
and 
%fiu, in M-&I- to obtain instenccs OF an axiom schema, we introduce the concept 
of a forma; cnvir~nme;;;. I+‘c: “.*rIJ caii s 14’ sexp a fortrifll ~vwirO~ww~~?. U’S dlS0 
introduce the function svmbol QSSUC. The denotation of terms containing assoc is 
defined as follows: 
! 11 Llw~c(s, 0) = Cl5 
21 .r = cm-(car(e)) =9 msoc(x, 4) = dr(cm\t~ )I, 
i_ 1 .Y Z rar(ctzr(c)) * ~zssoc~.~, C) = dS.m*(.~, rclr~clL 
Note that according to the above cicfinition, tz.s.sor[~A !)I, for instance, is ullktined. 
For the sake of completness, we pilt ~I.SSO( 0 = 0 if IISWC* u is uncicfinttd under the 
:~bo\t~ definition. Similar conl*ention ~,rll t-2 employed in the rest of the paper-. 
Examgle 2.3. 
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where sub is defined by: 
(1) suhst(e, 0,1) = t, 
(2) x: atom * subst(e, x, t) = assoc(x e), 
(3) dN(u, (xl l xi?), [Cl l t2j) = [subst(e, xl, d) l subsr(e, x2, t2)], 
(4) subsr(e, (xl - x2), (d l r2)) = (subsr(0, xl, tl) . subst(e, x2, t2)). 
Example 2.4. 
c 
irlsrarlce(append[X2, Y, 22]+ append[(Xl l X2), Y, (Xl . 22)3, 
[(xl l a), (x2 8 (b)). (y * (c, d)), (22 l (b, c, d))]) 
=tappend[W, fc, d). fb, c, d)] l append[(a, b), (c, d), (3, b, c, d)]). 
Now, for any formal system f we define Ax\ f> as an axiom system whose axioms 
are a11 the instances of members of f. Namely, we put 
Ax( fj = (insmnce(z, df z E f, e c S} 
Example 2.5. If f is the formal system of Example 2.2 then Ax(f) is the axiom 
system of Example 2.1. 
An axiom system .4 is said to be finirnry if A = Ax(fj for some formal tystem 
f. We will write I-- z (in f) if I--- z (in Ax(f)). 
Let f’ be a formal system, 
be an axiom schema off, and 
2 = (.Y 1, . . . ( A-,, ’ }’ ) 
bc an instance of i. We will call each n, a premise of c and b the cortcirrsiotz of c. 
Similarly, each _Y, will be called a premise of 7 and y the conclusion of 2. It is easy 
10 verify the following: 
Let f, [I be scsps. We define a subset (n,f) of S by 
A subset X of S is said to bc reczrrsiwly enrrrrzerable (r.e.) if X = (a, f> for some f 
and n. A sexp n used in this way w111 be called a predicale. X is defined to be 
rt?cur.siw if both X and S - X are r.e. 
Example 2.6. Let M = [-+mole[(X . Y)]] and A = [+atom[[X l Y :]I. Then 
(molt, M) = M and (atom, A} = A. Hence, M and A are recursive. 
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We list more examples of formal syste*ms which wil! be frequently used in this 
paper. 
Eq = beq[X, Xl], 
Ne = [+ne[(X . Y), [U . V]], 
+A3 l Yl, W l VI, 
ne[X, uj-+ ne[(X l Y), (U 9 V)], 
ne[X, U]+ ne[[X 9 Y], [U l VI], 
ne[ Y, V] + ne[(X l Y), (X 9 V)], 
ne[Y, V]+ ne[[X l Yl, [X l VI]], 
Atom = [-*atom[[X l Y]]], 
Mole = [--,rnole[(X: 9 Y)]], 
C*r = [-*car[(X l I’), X], 
-*car[[X l Y], X], 
--d&X - YJ, Y], 
-+cdr[[X - Y], Y], 
car[X, Y]; car[Y, Z] * caar[X, Z], 
cdr[X, Y]; car[Y, Z] + cadr[,‘<, Z’,, 
car[X, Y]; cadr[Y, Z] + cadar[X, Z], 
cdr[X, Y]; cadr[Y, Z] + caddr[X, Z}], 
Cons = [jcons[X, Y, (X . Y)]], 
Snot = [*snoc[X, Y, [X - Y]‘]. 
3. The universal formal system 
In this section, we will define a formal system Wniv, which has the property: 
i- theorem[z, f] tin Univ) i’ I-- 2 (in fj. 
It also has the pt’operty that (cz, f), Univ) = <~,f>. Thus, any r.e. set is represented 
by some sexp in the systm Univ. Hence I_Jniv will be called the wkw.sd fmmi 
.~ywrt~. First we prepare some auxiliary notions. Let x be a subset of S. For any 
natural number 11, we define the set [x’]” inductively as follows: 
:I, [J?]“=(O), 
(2) [x]“+1 = c[s * )’ ] 1 .Y E x, J’ E [X 1” }. 
We put [Xl* = l.Jr._,, [X]“. Then any sexI: s E [Xl” can be uniquely N ritten as 
x =[.?I*. . . ,x J. If we define the concatenation (&) of two sexps in [Xl* by 
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then [X]* becomes a free monoid generated by X. Let JS ccnsider how concatena- 
tion of several sexps in [X]* is formally represented. : zt 
Append = 
C+wpendW, 03, 
append[X2, V2]; append2[Xl, V2, V] -1, append[[Xl 9 X2], V], 
+append2[0, Y, Y], 
append2[X2, Y, V2]+ append2[[Xl l X2], Y, [Xl . V2]], 
append2[X2, Y, V2]+ append2[(Xl l X2), Y, (Xl l V2)]]. 
Then we have 
Xl & x2 & . . . & xn = z iff t- append[[xl, x2, - n l 9 ~1, 21 
(in Append) 
for any x1,. . . , n, c ES]*. This equivalence suggests, us to extend the definition of 
& as follows. Namely, for any x, y E S we put 
x ;(r y = the unique z such that + append[[x, y], z] (in Append). 
Now, Univ is defined as follows: 
Univ = Theorem & Axiom & Member & Instance & Sabst & Assoc 
&Eq&Ne&Atsm&C*r 
where 
Theorem = [axiom[A, F]+ theorem[A, F], 
theorem[A, F]; theorem[(A 9 B), F]+ theorem[B, F], 
theorem[A[X], F]-* (A, F)[X], 
theorem[A[X], F] + true[( A, F)[X]]], 
Axiom = [member[A, F]; instance[B, A] + axiom[B, F]], 
Member = [+member[X, [X l Y]], 
member[Z, Y]+ member[Z, [X - Y]]], 
Instance = [car[A, T]; cdr[A, X]; subst[E, X, T, B] + instance[B, A]], 
Subst = [+subst[E, 0, T, T], 
atom[X]; assoc[X, E, V] 3 subst[E, X, T, V], 
subst[E, Xl, Tl, Vl]; subst[E, X2, T2, V2]+ 
subst[E, (Xl 9 X2), [Tl l T2], [Vl 8 VZ]], 
subst[E, Xl, Tl, Vl]; subst[E, X2; T2, V2]-+ 
subst[E, (Xl l X2), (Tl 9 T2), (Vl . W)]] 
Assoc = [+assoc[X, 0, 01, 
caar[E, Ii]; eq[X, K]; cdar[E, VI-, assoc[X, E, V], 
caar[E, K]; ne[X, K]; cdr[E, R]; assoc[X, R, V] 
+assoc[X, E, VI]. 
Note that Atom, Eq, Ne and C*r are already defined in Section 3,. 
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WC now have the following theorem which establishes the universality of Univ. 
In the following theorem, t- means the provability in Univ unless specified to be 
otherwise. 
Theorem 3.1. 
(i) t- atom[x] iffx E A. 
(ii) t-car[x, z] $k.zr(x) = z. 
(iii) t- cdr[x, z] j’&(x) = z. 
(iv) I-- caar[x, 21 iffcar(car(x)) = z. 
(v) F- cdar[x, r] iffcdr(car(x)) = z. 
(vi) t- eq[x, y] iff x = y. 
(vii) I- ne[x, y] iffx f y. 
(viii) I- member[a, f] $0 E .f. 
(ix) I-- assoc[x, 4, v] iff assoc (x, e ) = v. 
(x) b- subst[e, x, t, v] jflsubst(e, x, t) = v. 
(xi j i- instance[b, a] iff b = instance (a, 4 ) f0i son24 f. 
(xii) I-- axiomia, F] iff n E Ax(f). 
(xiiij I- theorem[a, f] if t-- a (inf). 
(xiv) I-- (a,f)[x] iff I-- a[xJ (infj. 
(xv) t- true[(a, f,[x]] if k- a[_~] (in f). 
We can now prove the existence of a r.e. but nonrecursive subset of S. Let us 
put T = (true, Univ). T is r.e. by definition. Let X be a subset of S. A sexp .I- is 
called a Giide1 sexp for X, if it has the property 
x E X ifl .Y E T. 
vl/‘~ will show that if X is r.e. then there exists a Clodcl sexp for it. So, suppose 
X = (N. A). We define a formal system R hv putting: 
B = [u[X[X]]-+ b[X]] & A 
where b = [A]. (The choice of h may be arbitrary so long as it is not used in A. 
We will ca!l such a b a ww predicate.) Let H = (17, B ). Then for any scxp s, we 1 avc 
SO, letting .Y = H, we SW th:it ;> [If ] is a GlideI st’sp for ,Y. 1%‘~ h:l\*c thus stwn th:-\t 
any r.e. set has a C’Jodel sczlp. ?Jow assume that S - 7’ is r.t‘. ‘l3~ 211 it has a Giidel 
s~xp 14. I.e., K E T iff I: E S - i’. This is of contradiction. We rave thus proved the 
following thcorcm. 
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Theorem 3.2. The set T = (true, Univ) is recur.kwiy enumerable but not recwsiw. 
Remark. We remark that no Gijdel numbering or coding is used in the proof of 
the above theorem. Compare our proof with t5e proof of the Theorem on page 
15 of Smullyan [ 111. 
4. The reference language 
In this section we introduce yet another notation system for sexps, which is 
mainly used to express Hyperlisp programs. This notation system is called the 
reference language. We define the reference language in terms of a formal system 
Ref as follows. First of all, since an expression of the reference language is a 
sequence of syntactic marks, we represent it as a sexp in the set [Xl* for a suitably 
chosen X. Namely, a syntactic mark is represented by a sexp in X and this 
representation is extended homomorphically to the expressions in the reference 
language. With this in mind, we now define the formal system Ref. In the following 
definition of Ref, we use the following notational convention. 
The expression of the form: 
al: . . . ; a, ; append[[m, . . . , xJ, xl; yI ; . . . ; yn + ax, 4 
where 
will be abbreviated as: 
771;. . . ; 77, : y] : . . . ; y,,, + (6 j l-4 
The expression of the form: 
Al.‘. ’ * xn, A* PI, * * * . p,, !L are distinct metaliterals 
will be abbreviated as: 
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Note that the metaliterals ~1, . l . , x,,, x etc. are lost in the abbreviation. Although 
different choices of metaliterals yield different formal systems, the axiom system 
determined by these fc-rmal systems is always the same. Hence, nothing essential 
is lost by this abbreviation. 
Example 4.1. 
(1) (quote)(unitl[U l V])+(unit/[l[U] l O(V)]) 
is an abbreviation of 
quote[Xl]; unit[X2, [U l VI]; append[[Xl, X2], X] 
+ unit[X, [ l[U] l O(V)]]. 
(2) - (term) + (form j b 
1 
is tin abbreviation of 
term[Xl, Tl]; append[[Xl], X]; append[[Tl], T]+ form[X, T]. 
Here is the definition of Ref: 
Ref = Form & Term & Unit & List & Conslist & Snoclist 
& Lambdaexp & Labelemp & Metaexp & Metaterm & Met&t 
& Literal & Metaliteral & Alphanumeric & Specialchar 
& Purefoam & Denote & Assoc & Appeud & Atom & Eq & Ne 
where 
Form = [{term) -+ (form), 
{term 1 [Tl . U l])(colon)(term 1 [T2 l U2]) --) 
(form/[UYW +-Jl, vZFj>], 
Term ‘= [(unit) + {term), 
(term 1 [F . G])( conslist 1 [X l Y]) + 
(term \ [(F l X> l (G . Y ,I), 
(term 1 [F l G])(snoclist 1 [X . Y]} -+ 
(term 1 [[F v X] 9 (G . Yi])], 
Unit = [(literal iL) + (unit 1 [L . O]), 
(metaliterall M) + (unit 1 [O . I’d]), 
(Sst) + (unit), 
(quote)(unitI[U l VI>-, (unit/[l[U) . O(V)J, 
(iambdaexp) + (unit), 
(labelexp) + <l:vit), 
(zero) --t (unit), 
jonc) -+ (unit)], 
Literal =- [(lowercase><~ail> --) {literal)], 
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Metaliteral = 
[(uppercase 1 Wail IT); lower[U, L]; append[[L, T], V] + 
(metaliteral] V), 
+ lower[[[l ,O - XII, [I!, 1 . X1111, 
Alphanumeric = 
[(empty) + WV, 
(alphanumeric)(tail) + (tail), 
(digit} + (alphanumeric), 
(lowercase) +(alphanumeric), 
{uppercase} + (alphanumeric), 
+ empty[O, 01, 
between[[0,1,1,0,0,0,0J,[O, l,l,l,O,O,l],X]+ 
WtWl, WI, 
between[[l, !, 0, 0, 0, 0, 11, [ 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 01, Xl-, 
lowercase[[X], [Xl], 
oetween[[l, O,O, 0, 0, 0, 11, [1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 01, X]-, 
upper=e[[X1, [Xl]. 
ascii[Y]; Ie[X, Y]; Ie[Y 9 Z] + between[X, Z, Y], 
bit[Bl]; bit[B2]; bit[B3]; bit[B4]; bit[BS]; bit[B6]; bit[B7]+ 
ascii[[Bl, B2, B3, B4, B5, BS, B7]], 
+ bit[O], 
--* bit[ 11, 
-+ 1t[O, 11, 
It[Xl, Yl]+lt[[Xl - x2], [Yl ’ Y2]], 
eq[Xl, Yl]; lt[X2, Y21 I, lt[[Xl * X2], ; Y 1 * YZ]], 
eq[X, Yl + W, Y 3. 
WC, Yl-) 14X Yll, 
List = [(conslist) --, (list), 
(snoclist) -, (list)], 
Conslist = 
[(dot>(form 1E) + (consdotseql 1 E), 
(form 1 [X - Y])(dot)(form 1 [E - F]) + 
(consdotseq2 1 [(X - E) * (Y * F)]), 
(form 1 [X . Y))(punc)(consdotseq2 1[E * F]) -, 
(consdotseq2 1 [(X - E) * (Y - F)]), 
(consdotseql) + (consdotseq), 
(consdotseq2) + (consdotseq), 
(consopen)(condotseq 1 X)(consclose) + (conslist I>i>: 
dot[D]; zero[Z, [0 - O]]; append[[C, D, 21, E.]; consdotse$ti, Xl+ 
consseq[C, X], 
(consopen)(consseq 1 X)(consclose)+ (conslist 1 X)], 
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Snudist = 
[(dot)(form 1 E) + (snocdotseql 1 E), 
(form 1 [X . Y])(dot)(form 1 E - F]) + 
(snocdotseq2 I [[X l E] l (Y l F)j), 
(form I [X . Y])(punc)(snticdotseq2 I [E l F]) + 
(snocdotseq2 /[[X - E] - (Y . F)]), 
(snocdotseq I} + (snocdotseq), 
(snoctjotseq2) + (snocdotseq), 
(snocope n)(snocdotseq I X)(snocclose) + (snoclist Ix), 
dot[D]; .:ero[Z, [O . O]]; append[[C, D, Z], E]; snocdotseq[E, X] + 
snocseq[C, X], 
(snocopen)(snocseq 1 X)(snocclose) -+ (snoclist iX)], 
Lamhdaexp = [(lambda 1 L)(meiaexp 1 [R - M]) -+ 
(lambdaexpl[(L l R) 9 (0 q M)j,\], 
Labefexp = [(label 1 L)(metaexp /[R - M]) + 
(labelexp 1 [(L n R) l (0 l MI])], 
Metaexp = 
[(consopen)(metaterm 1 X)(punc)(form I[R l M])(consclose); 
abstract[X, M, [A . B]] --, (metaexp 1 [(A, R) l (0, B)j}, 
+ abstract[X, 0, [O l O]], 
atom[M]; assoc[h4, X, (M l A)]+ abstract[X, M, [[A] 9 O]], 
atom[M]; assoc[M, X, !)I+ abstract[X, M, [O + Ml], 
ahstracttX, Ml, [A 1 . RI]]; abstract[X, M2, [A2 l B2]] -+ 
abstract[X, (Ml - M2), [(Al . A2) l (Bl - B2)]]], 
Assoc = [ +assoc[X, 0, 01, 
-+assoc[X, [!X - C’f m R], (X - VI], 
ne[X, K]; assoc[X, R, V] -+ assoc[X, [t K * U) l K], VI], 
Metaterm = 
[{metduilif) + (nx%iterm), 
(vetaunit i U)(equal)(metaterm j T); append[[ U, T], V] --+ 
(metaterm 1 V)]. 
Metaunit = [(mctaliteral j L) -+ (rnet3unit j [(I__ s ! I)), 
imetalist) -+ (rnetaunit), 
zero[Z, [O q O]] -+ rnetaunit[Z, (I]], 
Metalist = 
[(iir7t>(metatern i T) + (metadotscq 1 /I”}, 
(metaterm / T)(clot)(metaterm / l_J); Irft[T, Tl]; right[ U, Ur]; 
append[[TI, [Jr], V] -+ (metadotseq2 1Vj, 
betatern. i T)(punc)(metadotseq2 / U); left[T, Tl]; right[U, Ur]; 
append[[Tl, Ur], V] + (metadotseq2 ! V), 
-+ left[O. 01, 
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left[R, Rl]-+ left[[(K - V) - R], [(K - (V b 0)) RI]], 
+ right[O, 01, 
right[R, Rr]+ right[[(K * V) * R], [(K a (0 - V)) - Rr]], 
(metadotseql) + (metadotseq), 
(metadotseq2) + (metadotseq), 
(open)(metadotseq 1X)(close) + (metalist 1 X), 
dot[D]; zero[Z, [0 - O]]; append[[C, D, Z], E]; metadotseq[E, Xl-+ 
metaseq[C, X], 
(open)(metaseq 1X)(r,iose) + (metalist 1 X), 
consopen[X] --, open[X], 
snocopen[X] + open[X], 
consclose[X] + close[X], 
snocclose[ X] + close[X]]. 
Specialchar = 
I +zeroMo, 1. 1 . 0, 0, 0, 01, II0 - 011, 
+ OlX[[[O, 1,l) 0, 0, 0, 01, [ 1 * O]], 
+ consown[[tO, 1,0, LO, 0, 0111, 
+consclose[[[O, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, l]]], 
+snocopen[[[l, 0, 1, LO, 1, Ull, 
-, snocclose[[[ 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, l]]], 
+dot[[[O, 130, 1, 1, 1, 0111, 
+ punc[[[O. 1,0, 1, !,O, @l]l, 
+ lambda[[[ 1, 0, 1, 1, 1 0, 0]], , 
[[1,1,0.1.1,0,01,[~,~,~,0,0,0,~],[~,~,~,~,~,~,~1, 
[l, 1,0,0,0,1,01,[L l,O,O, l,O,O],[l, l,O,O,O,O, 1111, 
+ label[[[O, l,O, 1, 1, 1, l], 
[[l. 1, 0, 1, 1. 0, O], [l, 1. 0, 0, 0, 0, 11. [l, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 01, 
[l, l,O, 0, 1, 0.13. [l, 1,(-k 1, 1,0, OIlI, 
+ colon[[[O, 1, 1, 1, 0.1, ~111. 
+equal[[[O, 1, 1. 1, 1,0, 1111, 
+ quote[[[o, 1,0, (4 1, 1, ~1111~ 
Pureform = [form[E, [R . O]]+ pureform[E]]. 
Denote = 
[form[F, X]; instance[X, E, V] + denote[F, E, V], 
-+ instance[[R - 0], E, R], 
atom[M]; assoc[M, E, (N - V)]+ instance[[R - M], E, V], 
instance[[Rl - Ml], E, Vl]; instance[[R2 - M2], E, V2]+ 
instance[[(Rl - R2) . (Ml * M2)], E, (Vl - V2)], 
instance[[Rl * Ml], E, Vl]; instance[[R2 - M2], E, V2]* 
instance[[[Rl . R2] - (Ml - M2)], E, [Vl - V2]]]. 
We note that Append, Atom, Eq and Ne are already defined. 
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We will explain some properties of Ref, by examples. At the same time, we 
define the reference language in terms of Ref. The alpha&t I_+,.. of the reference 
language consists of the following 74 characters. 
!I.) 
(2) 
(3 
4 
lowercase: 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
uppercase: 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
digit 
0123456789 
special character: 
‘(),;.:=[]A,4 
The characters in L,, are represented by the sexps in the set 
X =t {x 1 t- ascii[x] (In Alphanumeric)}. 
Let CY be a character in the alphabet. Then [al = .Y will mean that the character cy 
is represented by the sexp x +Z X (or, .Y is the code of au). The coding is defined as 
follows: 
Fkst, we map the 74 chasacters in the alphnbet into the ASCII character set. 
This mapping is identity, except for the following: 
(i) ; is mapped to , 
(ii) A is mapped to \ 
(iii; A is mapped to / 
These mapped characters are then coded into X using their 7 bit ASCII codes. 
Ht:re are some examples: 
uun = [I, 0, LO, LO, 1-j. 
Let Lzf be the set of all the finite sequences of characters in L,,.,-. Then the above 
coding rlaturally extencls hornomorphicaliy to 
by putting 
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Example 4.2. We have 
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Q! :lowercase iff I-- lowercase [ [cu 1, [a 11, 
CY : uppercase iff t-- uppercase [ [a 1, [ff 11, 
at : digit iff t- digit[ [cu] , [a] 1, 
t-- consopen 1 Ill I, 
t- lambda[ [A 1, lambda], etc. 
Remark. The notation consopen[ [(]I etc., in the above example, are strictly speak- 
ing illegal, since the syntactic marks 1 and 1 are not contained in the alphabet Lnlini 
of the mini language. However the meaning of these expressions should be clear. 
At this point, we also remark that, after defining the reference language, we will 
have two notation systems for sexps. Namely, the mini language and the reference 
language. Since there is considerable overlap between the alphabets of these two 
languages, it will be sometimes ambiguous whether a particular expression is written 
in the mini language v r in the reference language. We will rely on the context to 
determine which lanr,uage is actually used. Such ambiguous expressions will, in 
most cases, have the same denotations in any of the two languages. 
Among the strings in Lz,, only some are grammatically meaningful. Such gram- 
matically meaningful expressions are determined by the predicam in Ref as follows. 
An expression cy in LzI is said to be a form if I-- form[ [cy] , x] for some x. Other 
syntactic categories such as term, unit, l;t..ra:, list etc. are defined similarl:r. The 
meaning of the second argument of the predicL!:s form etc. will be explained later. 
We summarize the syntax of Ref in terms of BNT as follows. 
form ::= term 1 term : term 
term ::= unit 1 term list 
unit ::= literal ] metafiteral 1 lift 1’ unit 1 
lambdaexp 1 labelexp 10 11 
list ::= conslist 1 snoclist 
conslist : := (form, . . . , form l form) 1 (form, . . . , form) 
snoclist : := [form, . . . , form l form] 1 [form, . . . , form] 
lambdaexp ::= A (metaterm; form) 
labelexp : := . i (metaterm; form) 
metaterm ::= metaunit I metaunit = metaterm 
metaunit : := metaliteral ] metalist IO 
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metalist ::= open metaterm, . . . , metaterm * metaterm close 1 
open metsterm, . . . , metaterm close 
open ::= ( I[ 
close ::= ) I] 
Let x be a metaliteral and ket cy be a form. An occurrence of x in cy is said to 
be bound if it occurs in a part of cy of the form A (n; p) or A(n; ,!3) where 72 contains 
an occurrence of x. An occtirrence of x in GY is free if it is not bound. A form is 
closed if it contains no free occurrences of metaliterals. It is open otherwise. 
Example 4.3. Let 
CY = cond[null[X]: ‘Y; ‘1: snoc(‘X1, Append[X2, Y])], 
p -h([X-[Xl * x23, Y]; cu), 
Y = .ii(Append; p). 
Then CY, /3 and y are forms. All the occurrences of X, Xl, X2, Y and Append in 
ct are free. All the occurrence:1l of X, Xl, X2 and Y 5 p are bound, but Append 
is free in /3. The form y is closed. 
The concept of a closed form is formalized in Ref as follows. 
A form cy is closed iff t- pureform[ [cu 13. 
Let us now explain how the denotation of a form is defined in Ref. First, we 
have the following theorem in Ref. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) t- form[’ x], I-- form[f; J-I* .\- = J’. 
(ii) t- form[f, x], I-- instance[s, 4, zr], t instance(‘.r-, t* P] 3 0 = 1‘. 
For any sexp r and i 2 1, we define the ith component of r (notation, r.ij as 
fellows. The first component of r is the car of r. and the i * 1st component of r is 
the car of the ith component of r. Now, let (Y be a form and suppose 
- form[ Icy 1, [i- 0 I,!]]. W e remark that r(m) roughly corresponds to the real part 
(meta part, resp.) of a sequent. If a is closed then we have 111 = 0 by Pureform. 1. 
If cy is open then uz -* 0 and IFZ represents the positiocl of free occurrences of 
metaliterals in N. In this case, given a fortnal environment t*, the denotation of tl 
(under tl) is determirxd by imfmti~uitrg [r 9 IFZ ] by t’. Namely, we say that a dcnotec 
I- (under t9 if c-- instancr[[r l nil, tj, rt]. 
To proceed further with the explanation, WL” extend the alphabet 1,,.1 by adjoining 
to it the following set of \*ariables: 
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Given a form cy, we define its dosur- /3 as the expression which results from o by 
replacing each free occurrence of a met. ,iteral in (Y by the corresponding variable. 
For instance, if LY = h ([Y]; cons[X, Y]) t,.en p = A ([Y]; cons[x, Y]). The closure of 
a form will also be called a cform. Let cy be a form, p its closure and e a formal 
environment. From e we obtain an environment A as follows. ‘eet x be a variable 
and x’ its corresponding metaliteral. Then we put Ax = v where v is the unique 
sexp such that t- assock’, e, u]. 
Example 4.4. If e = [(x l al, (y l b)] then Ax = a, Ay = b and Ax = 0 for other vari- 
ables x. 
We then say that p denotes v (under A) if cy denotes v (under e). Two cforms 
are defined to be equal (=) if they denote the same sexp. 
Example 4.5. We list some identities between cforms, which are easily verifiable 
by the definition of Ref. 
(ij k .v, z j = (x, y, f l 0) = Lx 4 (y l (2 - W, 
(ii) x: E’ = (x, ,v), 
(iii) fb, y 1 = Ef, x, ~1, 
(iv) ‘x = l[~], 
(vj ‘1: f[xl= CLf[xl>, 
(4 fLd[yl= if, xHvl= [If, -4, yl. 
See Conslist for (i), Form . 2 for (ii), Term l 3 for (iiij, Unit * 4 for (iv). 
Since the denotation of a cform containing bound variables are defined from the 
semantical motivation, we will explain it in the next section. 
5. Semantics of Hyperlisp 
In this section we define the semantics of Hyperlisp in terms of a formal system 
HY* 
Recall that for each 11 >c) we have defined B subset [S]” of S. It is easy to verify 
that [S]” is recursive for each U. A subset r of S is said to be an n-ary function on 
S Written f: [S]‘* -+ Sl if 
\i, Tc [S]“” and 
(ii) for each [.Q, . . . , .\,,]c [S]” there uniquely exists a sexp z such that 
[.W - . * ) x,,, 2 j E 1: 
If instead of (ii) we have 
(iii) for each [-VI, . . . , x,,] E f there exists nl most one z such that [XI, . . . , -G, z] E 
I: 
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then we say that r is an n-ary partial function on S (written r ; [S]” + S). If r is 
an n-ary (partial) function, we will write T[xl, . . . , x,1 = 2 in place of [XI, . m - , &, f ] E 
r. 
Let f be a form:ll system, and a be a predicate. For each n 3 0, we put 
(a, f)” = ;[.Y~, . l . , xJI t- ah. . . , x,1 (inf)b 
We can easily verify that 
(1) For each CJ, f~ S and n > 0, we can find b, g E S such that (a, f)” = (b, p)* 
(2) For each b, s E S and n > 0, we can find a, f E S such that (a, f)” = (b, g) 0 [S]“. 
In fact, to prove (l), we just put 
g = T4Xh l a .,xnl-+bKx~,. . ,xnlll&f 
where b is a new predicate (e.g., b = [f]), and ,x1, . . . , xn are distinct metaliterals. 
(2 is proved by putting 
where a is a new predicate, and x1, . . . , ,yI1 are distinct metaliterals. Thus, we see 
that r c [S]” is r.e. iff r = (a, f)” for some a, f E S. We can also prove that l? [S]” + S 
is recursive ii it is r.e. {*We omit the proof since it is easy and quite similar to the 
proof of Theorem 4 in Chapter II of Smullyan [ 111.) A partial function r ; [S]” + S 
is said to be paritial recursive if it is r.e. 
The semantics of Hyperlisp will be divcn by a unary partial function ~QYCJ~ ; [S]’ + 
S. The partial function ecu/ IS Jetined by the formal system Hy given below as 
ezxl = (eval, Hy)‘. 
Since Hy has the property 
if I-- eval[e, II] and t- eval[e, 1)) then II = L’, 
teal, in fact, becomes a unary partial function. We will say that a sesp LB 4~&(~ut?.~ 
tu z if we have I-- eval[c, 21. 
Here is the definition of HJ: 
??y = Evai & Evlis 8r Apy;ly R: Evcon &I S&t L! Point 
Rr Eq S: Ne & AtoG & ‘Mole & C*r 
where 
I-3%~ = [+evlis[O, 01, 
ne[X, 01; car[X, X 11; eval[X 1, C’ ! 3; cdr( X, X2 
evlis[X, (V 1 - v2 I]], 
1; evlis[XP. V‘2 I-+ 
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APPly = 
r+aPPlYIo, x 01, 
car[X, xl]-,apply[l, X, Xl]; 
car[x, Xl]; cadt[X, X2]; eq[Xl, X2] + apply[eq, X, 11, 
car[X, Xl]; cadr[X, X2]; ne[Xl, X2] + apply[eq, X, 01, 
evcon[X, V] + apply[cond, X, V], 
atom[FI; ne[F, 11; ne[F, eq]; ne[F, cond]; eval[F, G]; apply[G, X, V] + 
aPPlYEF9 x VI9 
eq[F, (lambda l WI; car[M, PI; cadr[M, B]; subst[X, P, B, E]; eval[E, V] 
+ appW, X VI, 
eqCF, (label l WI; car[M, PI; cadr[M, B]; subst[F, P, B, G]; apply[G, X, V] 
+ applyIF, X VI, 
mole[F]; ne[F, 01; carfF, L]; ne[L, lambda]; ne[L, label]; eval[F, G]; 
~PP~Y[G X9 VI-, wpW, X VII, 
Evcon = 
kvcod0, 01, 
ne[X, 01; caar[X, C]; eval[C, Vl]; atom[Vl]; cadar[X, E]; eval[E, V]+ 
evcon[X, V], 
ne[X, 01; caar[X, C]; eval[C, Vl]; moIe[Vl]; cdr[X, U]; evcon[Y, V]+ 
evcon[X, V]], 
Subst = 
[-*subst[X, 0, B, B], 
poin!iX, W, VI-* subst[X, [W l U], B, V], 
ne[tPi l P2), 01; subst[X, Pl, Bl, Ul]; subst[X, ~2, ~2, v2]+ 
subst[X, (Pl 9 P2), (Bl l B2), (Vl l v2)], 
ne(P1 l P2 1,0]; subst[X, Pl, Bl, Vl J; subst[X, E)2, B2, V2]-* 
subst[X, (PI l P2), iB1 l B23, [Vl l VZ]]], 
Point = 
[+point[X, 0, 01, 
atom[W]-+ point[X, W, X], 
ne[W 1, O]; car[X, Xl]; point[X 1, W 1, V] + point[X, (W 1 l O), I’], 
ne[WZ, 01; cdr[X, X2]; point[X2, W2, V]+ point[X, (Wl l WI, C’]]. 
We now introduce tile concept of a proof tree. Consider the following formal 
system Tree: 
Tree = [tveeseq[S]+ tree[[R l S]], 
+ treeseq[O], 
tree[T]; treeseq[S] + treeseq[[T . S]], 
-+ root[R, [R l S]], 
+ subtree[T, T], 
member[T, S]+ subtree[T, [R l S]], 
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:nember[T, S]; subtree[Tl, T] + subtree[Tl, [R . S]], 
subtree[Tl, T]; root[R, Tl]+ node[R, T], 
+ leaf[L, IILl 
subtree[Tl, T]; leaf[L, Tl] + !eaf[L, T], 
member[X, [X l Y]], 
member[Z, Y] + member[Z, [X l Y]]]. 
We will say that: 
t is a free if t- tree[t], 
i r is the root of t if t- root[r, t], 
s is a subtree of t if t- subtree[s, t], 
n is a node of t if t-- node[n, t], 
I is a leaf of 2 if I--- leaf[Z, f]. 
Let X be a subset of S. A tree t is an X-tree if all of its nodes arc in X. Remark 
that a general form of a tree t is 
t=[r;tl,...,t,] (n20) 
where I is the root of t and t, are imm sdiate subtrees of t. 
A sexp x is said I,> be elementary if it is of the form 
where each x, is an atom. An axiom system is cltv?~cnt~~r~ if each of its members 
is ekruuzfar)‘. A formal system f is defined to be elelttzltztcq if Ax(f) is elementary. 
Note that all the formal systems we have introduced so far are elementary. WC 
will continue IO consider only elementary formal systems. 
Let f be a.n eiementary formal system. We define thtz concept 
P is a proof free of : in f; where 2 is an ;\tom 
(written P I.- 2 (in f)) inductively as follows: 
3[.L f 1; PI. . . . , P,,] t- x,, + I (in f L 
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where f is an elementary formal system. It is also easy to verify that: 
If f is an elementary formal system then 
F 2 (in f) iff P I- 2 (in f) for some P. 
Let us now focus our attention to the elemenlary formal system Hy. We have 
the following theorem in Hy. 
Theorem 5.1. (i) P 1- 2, 0 t- f 3 P = Q. 
(ii) P t- eval[e, u], Q r- eval[e, P]+ P = Q and u = V. 
(iii) P I- apply[/, x,rc],QI-apply[f,x,v]3P=Qandu=v. 
By (ii) of this theorem, eval determines a vnary partial function. We summarize 
basic properties of Hy in the following theorem. We will write e D v if r eval[e, v]. 
Theorem 5.2. (9 I- apply[ f. s, v] ifl f[ l x] D 1’. 
(ii1 b-- evIis[.r, ~1, i- apply[ f, J*, v] ifl f ( l x ) i> c. 
(iii, s P y,(lCiWr,rt 200) ifl- evlis[(si,. . . ,x,1, !yl,. . . , yJ. 
(iv) 0 P 0. 
(19 ‘s D x. 
(vi) .\: = ,\‘i;Yeq[s,y]D 1. 
(vii) x f )’ ifl eq[.u, ~3 D 0. 
(viii) A-, D z, E M( 1 s I < k 5 11, u 2 O), _Q !3 zk E A, .t’k D z 
+condfsl: yl; . . . ; x,,: y,J D 2. 
(ix) A-, D 2, E M( 1 d i d 11, IZ 3 0) 
=$cond[xI: yl;. . . ; s,: yn]D 0. 
ix) -- subst[s, p, 6, e) ,P D r =$ P- apply[lambda( p, 0 ), x, c]. 
\zri) b subst[label( p, 6). p, b, g], I--- apply[g, x, C] 
i,q t- apply[label( p, h 1, A-, r]. 
[xiii /E A, f f 1, f f eq, f# cons, f b g i--- apply[g, x, t‘] 
3 e apply[ f, -Y, 4. 
(xiii 1 ,k &I, f f 0, car(f) f lambda, car(f) f label, f D g, I--- apply[g, s, I!] 
* - apply[f, s, cl. 
Proof. We prove only (iv) and (vi). Instead of gi\ling proofs, we will explain the 
intended meaning. 
(i,, (ii): ii) and (ii) characterizes ecu1 (in terms of apply and et?IM. Suppose a 
form e is given to etlal (as its first argument). The car of e is a fwzcrio~z and (i) if 
6’ is an atom then the function is applied to the cdr of e, and (ii) if c” is a molecule 
then the function is applied to the result of evaluating the argument by e&s. 
(iii): crIis evaluates each component of the argument successively. 
(ii?): Since 0 = (0 a 01, by (ii) and Apply - 1, 0 evaluates to 0. 
0.): ‘9 = l[s] and it quotes x. See AppPy l 2. 
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(viii), (ix): A con&tiod expression usually takes the form . 
cond[q: yl; , . . ; x,,: yn]- 
The conditions .xi are evaluated successively until an atom zk (an atom represents 
true) is returned. The c&responding form yk IS then evaiuated and its results is 
returned as the value of the conditional expression. If all the conditions turn out 
to be false (a molecule represents false) then the value of the conditional expression 
is 0. 
(x)-(xiii): These are explained later. 
Proof of (pi): Since x = y, we have 
Ceval[eqlk, yl, 11; 
CappMeq, [x9 ~4 11; 
br[[x, Y I, x II, 
bdrtb, ~1, ~1; 
[cdrb, Y 1, [Y IIL 
brKy It Y 11 
3, 
L-eqk Y 11 
1 
1 t- eval[eq[x, y ], 1] LI 
In Hyperlisp, function abstraction is realized by lambda expressions, and recursion 
is realized by label expressions. We explain lambda expressions first. 
5.1.1. LUtll Mu espressiotls 
Consider a binary function II on S such that U[s. y] = iy * -t ). b’t~ rem:irk that 
il is represented by (XCOIIS, J#, where 
,Y = [-+xcons[X, Y, (Y a M]]. 
We wish to find a sexp SCOIZS such that 
holds for al!. scxps .Y and J*, Le: us note (hat 
Therefore, if Bourbaki’s notation cSce Rourbaki [2] or Quint: [S]l were available, 
\vc could put: 
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Then x and y are sent to the body following th: arrows, and we have: l[(y l x)]. 
This sexp is then evaluated to (y l x). 
In the actual Hyperlisp reference language, we use metaliterals instead of boxes 
and arrows. Thus, we put 
xcons = h([X, Y]; l[Y 9 X)]). 
We now explain the notation. First note that ([X, Y]; l[(Y l X)]) is a metaexp since 
[X, Y] is a metaterm and l[(Y l X)] is a form. (See the definition of Ref in Section 
4.) The metaliteral [X, Y] means that the occurrences of metaliterals X and Y in 
the metaexp are bound, and that X should be bound to the car of the argument 
and Y to the cadr. Formally, in Ref we have 
(1) I- metaterm[ [IX, Y!] p Nx l WL (y l Uh1>>31. 
Note that car of (1) is 1 and cadr of (0,l) is also 1. As for the body, we have 
(2) i-- form[ [ 1 (Y l XJ]] ) [ 1 [to l 011 l Wy l d>l]. 
The abszrucfion of the metapart (i.e., cdr) of the body with respect o the metaterm 
is [O(([(O, l)] . [( 1 )I)) = 01 since we have 
3) t- abstract[[(x l 1)A (y l (0, 1 >)I, WY l x)), EO((iUA 1 >I l it 1 )I)> -011. 
The cdr of the abstraction is 0, and it means that the abstraction contains no free 
metaliterals. This is because all the free metaliterals in l[(Y - X)] become bound 
by the metaterm [X, Y]. The car of the abstraction is O(([(O, 1)j l [(I)])) and it 
contains two boxes (i.e., [(0, l)] and [(l)]) in the appropriate places. (Compare 
O(([O, l)] l [(l)])) with l[(O - Cl)] in Bourbaki’s notation.) The sexps contained in 
these boxes, i.e., (0, 1) and (l), say that cadr of the argument are to be substituted 
for the first box and car to the second. 
By (l), (2) and (3) we have 
t4 b metaexp[ [([X, Y]; l[Y l X,l>1, [Ip, b) mO1l 
where 0 = O(([O, l)] l [( 1 )I)) and b = l[(O - O)]. (See the definition of Metaexp.) By 
(3) we have 
(5) i-- lambdaexp[ A ([X, Y]; 1 [(Y - X);)], [lambda( p, b) - O]]. 
(Set the definition of Lambdacxp.) Thus, we have 
A ([X. I’]; I[0 l X)]) = lambda(O(([(O. I )] l [(Al I])), I[(0 . Of). 
From the above construction, it is clear that the denotation of a lambda expression 
is independent of the choice of bound variables (i.e., metaliterals). For instance, 
we have 
A([X, Y]; l[(Y ’ Xl], =A([U, v]; l[iV * um. 
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The evaluation of XCOIZS[X, y] goes like this: 
[eval[xcons[x, y], (y l x)]; 
bPPlYbCW Lx, Y I, (Y * x )I; 
[eq[xcons, lambda( p, 6)]], 
Ccar[(L4 H, PI11 
bdr[(p, W, 4; . . -1, 
bWh ~1, P, h 1 EY 9 1 >ll; . . 4, 
[evaU[(y l 41, (y . 41; . . -1 
1 
] t- eval[xcons[x, y], (y 1 x)]. 
Thus, we have: xcons[x, y] D (y l x). The reader is urged to examine the definition 
of subst in Hy, and convince himself that subst selects and substitutes correct values 
into the body of the lambda expression obtaining necessary information from the 
parameter part of the lambda expression. We note that in Hyperlisp, unlike Lisp 
([S, 6]), arguments are actually substituted for the variables in the application of 
lambda expressions. 
We list some more examples. 
Example 5.1. 
A ([Xl; ‘A (PI; ‘oc ’ YN) = 
(lambda, (0, (k 0, (0, (c(1 >]M, [I, (lambda, (0, (0 + [! 1 )I), [l, O])]\. 
This awfl4 equation teaches us that the left-hand side of the equation is for human 
beings and the right-hand side is for computers. In fact, we have computed the 
right-hand side by a computer. 
Example 5.2. (A fixpoint of coal) 
[A([Xl; ‘[xv xl), A!.[xl; ‘Lx. xl)] D [A (ix]; ‘[X, X]), A ([Xl; 'LX, X],] 
Example 5.3. Let 
nrom = A ([X = [Xl 1 X2]]; cq[X, [Xl l Xl]],, 
ci1r = h([[X * Y]]; ‘\(\, 
cdr = A ([[X . I’]]; 31, 
cotzs - A r[X, Y]; ‘(X * n, 
st?~‘Ic -= A c[x, Y]; ‘[X * Y]). 
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Then 
atom[x] D 1 iff t- atom[x] (in Atom) ifi x is an atom, 
atom[x] D 0 iff t-- mole[x] (in Mole) iff x is a molecule, 
moIe[x] D 1 iff I- mole[x] (in Mole) iff x is a molecule, 
moIe[x] D 0 iff I- atom[x] (in Atom) iff x is an atom, 
car[x] D z iff b-- car[x, f] (in C*r) iff 2 = ax, 
cdr[x] D z iff I-- cdr[x, t] (in C*r) iff z = dx, 
cons[x, y] 1, 2 iff t-- cons[x, y, z] (in Cons) iff 2 = cxy, 
snoc[x, y] D 2 iff k- snoi:[x, y, 21 (in Snot) iff 2 = sxy. 
The metaterrn [[?(a Y]] in the definition of car and cdr above means that X 
represents the caar of the argument and Y the cdar. A metaterm may contain 
equality symbols as in: [X = [Xl l X2], Y]. In this case, both X and [Xl 0 X2] 
represents the car of the argument. See the definition of Metaterm fur more details. 
51.2. Labei expressions 
A label expression, usually, takes the form 
where x is a metaliteral and E is a lambda expression. Let cy == .I (x; E) be a closed 
label expression, and let S be the result of textually substituting (Y for all free 
occurrences of x in E. We abbreviate this as 6 = P{(Y/x}. Suppose that LY denotes 
Q and S denotes d. Then by Apply l 8 we have for any x and z, 
t- apply[a, s, z] iff t- apply[d, s, z I. 
We may thus say that a and 
instance, if we put 
d are functionally eqrriualent (written, 0 -d). For 
append = NAppend; A ([X = [Xl l X2], Y]; 
cond[eq[X, O]: ‘Y; 
‘1: corzs(‘Xl, Append[X2, Y])])) 
then WC have 
qyxvzd - h ([X = [Xl l X2], Y]; 
cond[eq[X, O]: ‘Y; 
‘1: cons(‘X1, append[X2, Y])]). 
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It then follows that 
W ~ppe~dl0, Y 1 p y, 
(ii) apprnd[x2, y] D x2 3appendlW l x2), y] D [xl l 221. 
Thus we see that append represents append of the formal system f in Example 
2.2. I.e., 
append[x, y] D z iff t- append2[x, y, z] (in Append). 
We remark that both in lambda and label expressions, arguments are actually 
substituted into the bodies so that we do not have funarg problems in Hyperlisp. 
(See, Allen [l] and McCarthy [7] for funarg problems.) Also since variables and 
other entities are clearly separated in Hyperlisp, quotation (‘) in Hyperlisp realizes 
Quine’s quasi-quotation (Quine[8]). Because of quasi-quotation and our mechanism 
of lambda binding, most primitive functions are definable in Hyperlisp. (See 
Example 5.3.) 
51.3. Computed funcriorzs 
Consider the application of f to x. If f is an atom other than 1, eq or cond, or 
if f is a nonzero molecule whose car is noi equal to lambda or label, then f is 
evahated and the result [if exists) is applied to s. (See Theorem 5.2 (xii)-(xiii).) 
Such functions are called cortlplrtedfurzctions. For instance, we have 
A ([Xl; ‘A ([Y]; ‘(X l Y)))[a][b] I> (a l b). 
We car sljmulate Curry’s parudosical cornbinator (Curry [3]) 
)/’ = h/r - (Ax l h(xx))(h.Y l .h(sx)) 
using computed functions. 
Let 1’ = A ([HI; A ([Xl; H[X[X]](A ([Xl; H[X[X]]1]). ‘Then 
~$4. ([Append]; ‘A ([X = [Xl - X2], k’]; 
cond[eq[X Q]: ‘Y; 
‘1: corzs(‘X1, Append[X2, Y])])] 
is functionrtlly equivalent with np~~wtl in 5.1.2. In !his way, we can realize recursion 
without using labels. 
(s}” := {[x 1, . . . ( A,,, z]: I_- applylfl, [ .\ 1, . . . , f,, ] :I}* 
E3y Theorem 5.1, we see that {g}” ; [S]” + S. If I‘ is an rr-ary partial function and 
I’ = (R}“, we sav that I: represents K We are kiterested in the question 
1s the rlrC’/IIIilIgfirncti~,n c*wl rqm~surttabk’~ 
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The answer is affirmative by (ii) of the follov ng general theorem which says that 
the set of representable functions coincides with that of partial recursive functions. 
Theorem 5.3, (i) For any g E S and n 2 0, we can find a, f e S such that 
{g)” = (a, f)” + ‘. 
(ii) For art!* a, f c S trnd n 2 0 such that (a, f)n+’ ; [S]” + S, we can find a, g E S 
such that 
W = (a, f>"+ ‘- 
A proof of this theorem will be given in part II of this paper. The sexp g given 
by this theorem such that {g}’ = coal is, however, far from being practical. We will 
give a simple and practical solution to the above question. Let g = h ([Xl; X). Then 
we have 
(g)‘[x] = f 
iff i-- apply[g, [xl. 21 
iff t-- eval[x, z] 
iff i- eral[x] = z. 
We will call a sexp rtnicersal if it represerts ecu/. We now give yet another example 
of a universal function which faithfully reflects the structure of Hy. In the following 
we use strings of bold faced letters as syntactic constant!; for forms. First we define 
several 0pe:t forms: 
“evlis- .1(Evlis; A ([X = [Xl l X2]]; 
cond[null[X]: 0; 
’ 1: cons(Eval[X l], Evlis[X2]~])), 
“evcon -c 4Evcon; A ([X = [[El, E2] - X2]; 
cond[null[X]: 0; 
Eval[E 11: Eval[E2]; 
’ 1: Evcon[X2]])), 
*apply = .l(Apply; h ([F = [L, P, B], X = [Xl, X2]]; 
cond[null[F]: 0; 
atam[F]: 
cond[eq[F, 11: ‘X 1; 
cq[F, eq]: eq[Xl, X23; 
eq[F, cond]: *evcon[Xj, 
’ I : Apply(Eval[F], ‘X)], 
eq[L, lambda]: Eval(subst[X, P, B]); 
eq[L, label]: Apply(subst[F, P, B], ‘.X); 
’ 1: Apply( Eval[F], ‘X $1 
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where 
su bst .= 
Aihbst; A ([X, P = [PI l P2], B = [Bl l BZ]]; 
cond[null[P]: ‘B; 
atom[P]: point[X, Pl]; 
atom[B]: snoc(Subst[X, Pl, Bl], Subst[X, P2, B2]); 
‘1: cw(Subst[X, Pl, Bl], Subst[X, P2, B2])])), 
point = A (Point; A ([X = [Xl . X2], W = [Wl . WZ]]; 
cond[null[W]: 0; 
atom[WJ: ‘X; 
null[W2]: Point[Xl, Wl]; 
‘1: Point[X2, W2]])), 
atorn = A nx = [xl 9 x2]]; eq[x, [xi l x233), 
null = A ([Xl; eq[X, 0]), 
mw= A([X, Y]; '(x .y)), 
snot = A ([X, Y]; ‘[X 9 Y]). 
We then define the following thud forms: 
evaI= A (Eval; A ([E = [F l X]]; 
cond[atom[E]: *apply[F, X]; 
’ 1: *apply(‘F, *evlis[X])])), 
evlis = “~vlis(eval/Eval}, 
evcon = “evcon{eval/ Eval}, 
apply = *apply{ eval/ Eval} 
where evlis, e.g., is the result of textually substituting eval for all free occurrences 
of Eva1 in *evlis (recall Section 5.12). Then we have the following theorem which 
establishes the universality of oval. 
Proof. Given a tree c, we define its size ifj inductively as follows: 
(1) t=[x]$+i== 1, 
I.3 I = [.I-; t,, . * . , t,. I(12 2 1 k+/ri = 1 +rlr,/ 
Since IS j, 1 ‘I‘/ < /Pi, by induction hypothesis, we can find I/‘, V such that 
I! !- c\,lis[x, 21, 
1’ c- dp&[f, 2, t*]. 
tience, we have 
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The proof will be carried out by induction o. the size of trees. 
W 0) Suppose P b-- apply[eval, {e}, v]. We have two cases. 
Case 1: e = [f l x] l In this case P is of the following form: 
[applykva1, k), 0 1; 
. . . 
hWE~ W = IIF . WI; 
cond[atom[E]: apply[F, X]; 
‘1: apply(‘F, evlis[X])]),{e}, v]; 
. . . 
[eval[cond[atom[e]: apply[f, x]; ‘1: apply(‘f, evlis[x])], u]; 
. . . 
[evcon[[atom[e]: apply[f, x]; . , .], 01; 
’ ;Lval[atom[e], 11; . . .], 
. . . 
levaUappbEf, ~1~ 4; 01 
1 
. . . 
1 
1 
I 
where 
0 k- applybpply, 16 x3,4. 
Since /Qi < If 1, by induction hypothesis, we can find an R such that 
R t- apply[f, x, c]. 
Hence we have 
[eval[c, c]: R] + eval[e, v]. 
Case 2: 4 = cf l A-). In this case, similarly as in Case 1, we can verify that there 
arc subtrees S, T of P and a sexp z such that 
S k- apply[evlis, [xl, z 1, 
T +-- applylapply, ( f, 2 ), t-1. 
[eval[e, v]; U, V] k- eval[e, IJ]. 
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We have thus proved the only if part of (i). We omit the proof of the remaining 
Farts of the theorem since they can be proved by similar purely combinatorial 
ti\,gurnents. D 
Corollary 5.5. e P u iff eval[e] D t’. 
5.3. Fhction definition 
Although we can define any partial recursive function in Hy, function definitions 
in terms of label expressions or Y-combinator are rather cumbersome. So, for the 
sake of practical convenience, we introduce the concept of a global environment 
of function definitions and define a formal system Hy, relative to a global environ- 
ment d. Since a theorem similar to Theorem 5.3 holds for Hy,, the computational 
power of Hjd is the same as that of Hy. We are indebted to Masami Hagiya for 
the idea of introducing global environments into Hy. 
We will call, as usual, any sexp d a global environment. Let d be a global 
environment. To define Hyd, we first modify Apply and define Apply(, as follows. 
Apply, is like Apply except that we have the following two axiom schemata in 
place of Apply l 6: 
atomiF]; ne[F, 11; r;e[F, eq]; ne[F, cond]; assoc[F, d, [F . G]]; 
apply[lG, X, V J + apply[F, X, V] 
and 
atom[F]; ne[F, 11; ne[F, eq]; ne[F, cond); assoc[F, d, I_]]; molc[t_J]; 
eval[F, G]; apply[G, X, V] + applyiF, X, V] 
Assoc = 
[--Wsoc[X, 0, o], 
nef L, O]; caar[ L, X]; car[L, V] + asw<[X, L, ‘I’). 
ne[L, 01: caar[L, K]; ne[X, K]; cdr[L, R]: assoc[X, R, \‘I-+ 
assoc[X, L, VI]. 
%‘CZ then define Hyl by putting 
HY‘! = Evai & Evlis & Applytr ‘(;: Evcon & Subst ~52 Point N Assoc 
& Eq 6i Ne & Atom & Mole &I Cr. 
?Sote that f and 17 abwc are functionnily equivalent. 
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Example 5.4. Let 
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d = [[assoc . 
A <IX, L = [Ll = [K] l L2]]; 
cond[null[L]: 0; 
eq[K, X]: ‘Ll ; 
’ 1: assoc[X, L2]])], 
[null . A t[X]; eq[X, O])]]. 
Then we have: assoc[x, I] D c (under d) iff I-- assoc[x, I, u] (in Assoc). 
To simplify the notation for ghbai environments, we introduce the following 
abbreviation. 
Let (T, be a closed unit whose denotation is an atom, xi a metal& and &i a form 
such that 6, = A (x, ; e,) is closed. Then we will leu 
be an abbreviation of the snoclist 
[[ff, ’611, [a2 l &I, l l ’ * 1% l y%ll. 
Let d be any global environment. We define another global environment D as 
follows: 
Def{ 
eval[E = [F l X]] 
= cond[ atom[ E]: apply[ F, X]; 
’ 1: apply{ ‘F, evlis[X])]; 
evlis[X = (Xl l X2)] 
= cond[null[X]: 0; 
‘1: cons(eval[X 11, evlis[X2])]; 
apply[F = (L, P, B), X = [X 1, X2]] 
=cond[null[X]: 0; 
atom[F]: 
cond[eq[F, 11: ‘X 1; 
eq[F, eq]: eq[Xl, X2]; 
eq[F, cond]: evcon[X 1; 
assoc[F, d]: apply(cdr( assoc[F, ci]), ‘X ) ; 
‘1: apply(eval[F], ‘X)]; 
sq[L, lambda]: eval(subst[X, P, B]); 
eq[L, label]: apply(subst[F, P, B], ‘X); 
’ 1: apply(eval[F], ‘X)]; 
evcon[X = [(El, E2) l X2]] 
=cond[null[X]: 0: 
evaf[El]: evaI[EZ]; 
‘1: evcon[X2]]; 
subst[X, P = [PI l P2], B = [%I l BZ]] 
=cond[null[P]: ‘B; 
atom[Pj: point[X, Pl]; 
atom[B]: snoc(subst[X, Pl, Bl], subst[X, P2, B2]); 
‘1: cons(subst[X, Pl, B 11, subst[X, P2, B2])]; 
point[X = [Xl l X2], W = (Wl l W?,)] 
= cond[zkl[W]: 0; 
atom[W]: ‘X; 
nuIl[W2]: point[Xl, W 11: 
‘1: pointfX2, W2]]; 
assoc[X, L = [Ll = [K] l L2]] 
=cond[null[L]: 0; 
eq[K, X]: ‘Ll; 
‘1: assoc[X, L2]]; 
atom[X = [Xl l X2]] = eq[X, [Xl l X2]]; 
null[X] = eq[X, O}; 
cons[X, Y J = ‘(X - Y); 
snoc[X, Y] = ‘[X * Y]; 
ccir{[X - Y]] = 'Y 
We then have the following theorem which c;?a be proved simi!arly as Theorem 
5.4 
Remark. Our proof of Theorem 5.4 and 5.6 is purely combinatorial and construc- 
tive. Compare our approach with that of Gordon [4], where he proves the correct- 
ness of the universal functtons of Pure Lisp by means of denotational semantics. 
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